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Abstract
It is possible to implement the parallel random access machine (PRAM) on a chip multiprocessor (CMP) eﬃciently with an emulated shared memory (ESM) architecture to gain easy
parallel programmability crucial to wider penetration of CMPs to general purpose computing.
This implementation relies on exploitation of the slack of parallel applications to hide the latency of the memory system instead of caches, suﬃcient bisection bandwidth to guarantee high
throughput, and hashing to avoid hot spots in intercommunication. Unfortunately this solution can not handle workloads with low thread-level parallelism (TLP) eﬃciently because then
there is not enough parallel slackness available for hiding the latency. In this paper we show
that integrating non-uniform memory access (NUMA) support to the PRAM implementation
architecture can solve this problem and provide a natural way for migration of the legacy code
written for a sequential or multi-core NUMA machine. The obtained PRAM-NUMA hybrid
model is deﬁned and architectural implementation of it is outlined on our ECLIPSE ESM CMP
framework. A high-level programming language example is given.
Keywords: Parallel computing, Computational models, Thread-level parallelism, PRAM, NUMA

1

Introduction

The processor manufacturers aim to duplicate the number of chip multiprocessors (CMP) every second year to provide speedup now that the speed development of single-core processors has virtually
halted [19][20]. Unfortunately, virtually all software has so far been written using the sequential
computing paradigm and there is no obvious way to execute sequential programs on a CMP with
a high utilization. This raises two questions to limelights of scientiﬁc and industrial research and
development: How to program a parallel computers for general purpose functionality? Can an average programmer do it? Execution models used in current CMPs to address these issues include
―symmetric multiprocessors (SMP), non-uniform memory access (NUMA), its cache coherent variants, e.g. cache coherent non-uniform memory access (CC-NUMA), and message passing (MP).
SMP consists of a small number of identical processors with local caches that are connected to the
main memory via a bus or crossbar so that access to the memory is equidistant. NUMA consists
of multiple processors (with local memory banks) connected together via an intercommunication
network so that non-local memory accesses have higher distance and traﬃc situation dependent
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latency than local accesses [32]. CC-NUMA has similar structure to NUMA but adds caches that
are kept coherent also for remote accesses to partially hide the memory access latency [23]. MP
consists of multiple processors with local memories communicating via message passing network
[18][25]. These models are tedious to program because a programmer can not be sure about the
exact state of computation unless he inserts costly barrier synchronizations and takes care of complex low-level communications in MP. Furthermore, the performance scalability of SMP and NUMA
with respect to number of cores per chip is weak, while MP suﬀers from high software overheads
due to suboptimal implementation of message passing primitives making it non-ideal for exploitation of ﬁne-grained parallelism. In vector computing (VC) [17][33], multiple vector lanes process
multiple vector elements in parallel under the control of a single instruction. It solves part of the
problem by providing a synchronous model of computation but can not be eﬃciently applied to code
containing control parallelism, heterogeneity, or non-vectorizable portions. Despite of a common
belief the programmability problem has been partially solved in the 70 s with the introduction of
the parallel random access machine (PRAM) model of computation [15]. PRAM is a ﬁne-grained
step-synchronous shared memory model consisting of a set of processors connected to the same
clock and shared memory. All operations including parallel memory accesses execute in unit time
implying that execution is lock-step synchronous. The PRAM model provides a simple abstraction
of a parallel computer that is easy to understand and program as a natural extension of the widely
used sequential computational model. This is because of synchronicity of subtask execution, full
control of both data and control operations, high enough abstraction of intercommunication in the
form of uniform shared memory. At programming language level this makes possible to use shared
variables and eliminates the need for lockings and atomic operations unless the program declares
asynchronous tasks at high level in purpose [21][22]. Past attempts to realize a PRAM include the
omega network-based NYU Ultracomputer [31], CEDAR [16] and IBM Research Parallel Processor
Prototype (RP3) [28], butterﬂy-based Fluent machine [29], 3D torus-based Cray MTA supercomputer [2] and its successors MTA2 and XMT provided by Cray, multiport memory-based solution [4],
and butterﬂy-based SB-PRAM [1, 22]. Unfortunately, these attempts have been mainly unsuccessful
due to sub-optimal solutions, like non-scalable interconnect topologies, ineﬃcient co-exploitation of
multiple levels parallelism, sub-optimal shared memory emulation algorithms, and out-dated prototyping technologies. Recently, applying these ideas to architectures designed especially for PRAM
implementation on a CMP with a help of the network-on-chip technology [3] have lead to two very
promising research lines:
• Forsell et al. try to implement multioperation concurrent read concurrent write (MCRCW)
PRAM with the sparse/multimesh-based ECLIPSE CMP architecture [5] [10] [11] [14].
• Vishkin et al. try to implement a PRAM-like machine with a bit more relaxed synchronicity
than in the pure PRAM with the mesh of trees-based XMT CMP architecture [34][35].
Besides the actual CMP implementation architectures, both these research lines are addressing
other necessary infrastructure, including a high-level parallel programming language [7][26], compiler
for such language [8][26], optimizations for the compiler [6], and sample algorithms. Unfortunately
these PRAM implementations can not handle workloads with low thread-level parallelism (TLP)
eﬃciently because then there would not be enough parallel slackness available for hiding the latency. In our recent work we have proposed the Configurable emulated shared memory (CESM)
architecture for addressing the single threaded workload performance problem by using bunching
of threads [12]. However, that work does not support eﬃcient execution of true NUMA employing
multiple cooperative cores and non-local accesses nor presents the eﬀects of NUMA access to the
model of computation. In this paper we show that integrating full NUMA support to the PRAM
implementation architecture can solve the low-TLP workload performance problem and provide a
natural way for migration of the legacy code written for a sequential or multi-core NUMA machine
without compromising the ability to execute medium and high TLP code eﬃciently. The obtained
PRAM-NUMA hybrid model is deﬁned and architectural implementation of it is outlined on our
ECLIPSE CMP framework. A high-level programming language example is given. The rest of the
paper is organized so that in Section 2 we describe the idea of the PRAM-NUMA model of computation, explain why it solves the low-TLP problem and discuss programming issues. In Section 3 we
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Figure 1: PRAM-NUMA model. P0 ..PTp −1 are processors and L0 ..Lp−1 are local memories.
outline the architectural implementation of a CMP using the PRAM-NUMA model. An evaluation
of the architecture is given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we give our conclusions.

2

PRAM-NUMA model of computation

In order to be able to exploit locality and address low parallelism driven problems of current PRAM
implementations and to support simple migration of the sequential or multicore NUMA legacy code,
we take a look at a new model providing full NUMA capabilities. Unlike PRAM, the model needs
to be bounded and provided with the concept of distance metric, reﬂecting the relative distance of
the processors in our physical 3-dimensional world.

2.1

Model

The PRAM-NUMA model of computation consists of T processors grouped as P Tp -processor groups,
a word-wise accessible global shared memory, P local memory blocks, a metric deﬁning distance between the processor groups and target memory blocks, and distance-aware interconnection network
(see Figure 1). Each processor is attached to the shared memory like in PRAM and each processor group is attached to its own local but interconnected memory block like in NUMA. The
interconnection network connects the local memory access paths of processor groups together and is
distance-aware with respect to the metric in a sense that the latency of routing is proportional to the
distance between the source processor and destination memory block. The bandwidth of a group of
processors to the shared memory and local memory are the same. Each processor can be conﬁgured
to either the PRAM mode or the NUMA mode. Along with conﬁguration from the PRAM mode
to the NUMA mode, one can set the state of the processor to point an arbitrary state within the
group it belongs to. With this indirection of states, two or more processors belonging to a group
can be conﬁgured to a NUMA bunch so that they execute a common instruction stream and share
their state with each other, i.e. execute code like a single processor.

2.2

Solving the low-TLP problem

The only known PRAM implementation, emulated shared memory machine (ESM), uses parallel
slackness, i.e. grouping the processors and lowering the execution speed of individual processors of
the group, to hide the latency of the physically distributed memory system [30]. The PRAM-NUMA
model solves the low-TLP execution problem by providing a possibility to conﬁgure two or more
processors of a group to use a common state like they were a single processor. That way, it can
perform NUMA access to the local memories and remote memories via the distance-aware NUMA
network without suﬀering from the decreased execution speed of individual processors. In the case
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of a low TLP portion of code, a programmer can just set up Tp processors per group to run the
portion as a NUMA bunch and gain more performance proportionally to the number of processors
in the bunch. This applies both to sequential code portions written for a sequential machine and
parallel code portions written for a multicore NUMA machine.

2.3

Using the hybrid model in programming

In our earlier work we have outlined a development methodology for ESM CMPs [9]. It consists of
a strong model of computation, a c-like TLP programming language e, an multi-level parallelism
optimization algorithm, and application development ﬂow: The model integrates exploitation of
instruction-level parallelism (ILP) seamlessly to TLP execution. The e-language supports explicit
synchronous and asynchronous parallel programming with special primitives. The ILP-TLP optimization algorithm yields to high ILP utilization in TLP execution independently of the degree of
inter-thread dependencies. The detailed application development ﬂow allows a developer to write
parallel applications with a help of supporting theory of parallel algorithms [21][22]. Finally, it allows one to apply parallel programming techniques from fully asynchronous coarse grained threads
(processors in the PRAM-NUMA model terminology) down to synchronous threads interchanging
information with the ﬁnest granularity. With this methodology, a PRAM-NUMA CMP can be
programmed like any ESM machine for parallel enough functionality but it allows also eﬃcient execution of low-TLP code. To support easy inclusion of sequential portions of code, we add the
sequential( s ) construct to the e-language. It bunches all the threads of processor 0, which arrive to
the construct and in which the thread with id 0 is running, and puts the threads running in other
processors waiting until the bunch has executed the statement s but does not eﬀect on execution
of threads not arriving to the construct. After that, it restores the synchronicity of all the threads
with a fast barrier synchronization. To support full NUMA execution among multiple processors, we
add also the numa( s ) construct. It sets up a NUMA bunch in each processor (from which threads
are arriving to the construct) to execute the statement s in parallel. The sizes of the bunches are
determined processor-wisely by the number of threads arriving the construct. Other threads are
not aﬀected. Unfortunately, designing programs for this kind of asynchronous NUMA execution
without any latency hiding mechanism is much more diﬃcult than for the PRAM mode. In order
to get good performance one must identify independent portions of code, partition data so that
locality of data references is maximized, and orchestrate execution of asynchronous bunches with
explicit synchronizations where necessary. Easy-to-use PRAM algorithms execute very ineﬃciently
in the NUMA mode if no above optimizations are applied due to slow synchronization compared
to the PRAM mode, and unfortunately, there is no algorithm to automatically do these optimizations for an arbitrary functionality. Migrating sequential legacy code to a P -processor T -threaded
PRAM-NUMA CMP happens with joining all the threads of a single processor core to a bunch e.g.
with the sequential() construct and executing the code on the bunch so that the full power of the
core can be used for it. If the legacy code is written and optimized to an L-core NUMA machine
and L < T , one can set up L bunches so that threads divide to all P processor cores as evenly as
possible (P < L) or to as many processors as there is room for (P >= L), and execute the code
with them. Otherwise one needs to port the code to T threads and execute the code in the PRAM
mode with a help of fast synchronizations and other strong properties of the PRAM mode or better
yet, rewrite the functionality as a full PRAM program and execute it in the PRAM mode to get the
best performance out of it.

2.4

Programming example

Consider the computational problem of calculating a preﬁx sum for an array of N (8192) integers.
Consider solving it in a PRAM-NUMA machine with P (16) Tp (512)-threaded processors (where
the total number of threads is T = Tp P (8192) for the PRAM mode and the number of processor
for the NUMA mode is P (16)) sequentially and in parallel on both the PRAM and NUMA modes.
A well-known sequential algorithm to solve this computational problem makes use of a running sum
while iterating from the ﬁrst to last element of the array (see Figure 2a). This algorithm can be
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executed on a single PRAM thread in the PRAM mode e.g. by assigning it to thread 0 and putting
the rest of the threads to wait for synchronization while thread 0 does the computation (see Figure
2b for implementation in the e-language [7]). In the NUMA mode, this algorithm can be executed
with a single bunch joining together all the threads of processor 0 (see Figure 2c for implementation
in the e-language) with a help of a sequential construct. The execution time for both the PRAM
mode and NUMA mode programs is O(N ) but due to exploitation of parallel slackness in the PRAM
mode, individual threads operate at the 1/Tp frequency of the processor. As a result, the PRAM
mode program executes Tp times slower than the NUMA version if higher synchronization costs and
memory overheads of the NUMA execution are not taken into account.

A ﬁne-grained parallel PRAM algorithm for solving this problem can be formed e.g. so that
N -1 pairs of adjacent integers are added together in parallel reducing the problem to summing N -2
partial sums. After that those N -2 partial sums are summed with a data element two positions to left
to it and N -4 partial sums are obtained. These iterations are continued for log N rounds in total so
that all the preﬁx sums have been computed (see Figure 2d). Note that one needs to synchronize the
threads only in the end of the for -loop because as the condition of the inner if-statement becomes
false it will remain false until the exit condition is met. Thus, the unbalanced if-statement forms
a miniature asynchronous programming area inside the synchronous for -loop. If the ordering of
the preﬁx computation does not matter and the underlying PRAM-NUMA machine supports the
arbitrary ordered multipreﬁx operations [10], we can further speedup the computation with a brute
force algorithm that produces the result in constant time O(1). This happens with just two machine
instructions that are needed to execute the primitive prefix(p,MPADD,&sum, thread id) computing
an arbitrarily ordered multipreﬁx with a help of the shared variable sum to local variable p for each
thread (see Figure 2e). The initialization is done implicitly by using the initial values thread id for
each thread and the preﬁx sum is stored to local variable p for each thread. Note that constant time
execution of a multipreﬁx does not violate the logarithmic lower bound of multipreﬁx computation,
since the individual threads of the PRAM-NUMA machine are executing Tp > log P times slower
than the clock of the machine for latency hiding reasons. In the NUMA mode, parallel execution
is asynchronous and barrier synchronizations take far longer time than instruction execution. In
order to solve this computational problem eﬃciently, processed data must be distributed so that it
is close to processors referring to it (or local if possible), computation must be done sequentially in
all processors (with all processor doing this concurrently), and the number of synchronizations and
amount of data intercommunication should be minimized. Another problem arises from the fact that
the number of processor cores, i.e. available threads, is smaller than in the PRAM mode implying
that a processor should process more than one data element. Matching the number of data elements
to the available processors so that the problem gets solved is not trivial, but still relatively simple,
resulting to a blocking coarse-grained parallel algorithm: One needs to divide the data array into
P blocks, distribute the blocks to the local memories of processors that are going to process them.
Execution happens by computing the blockwise preﬁx sums locally on each processor, determining
an oﬀset for each block by computing the preﬁx sum of block sums in a single processor, distributing
the obtained oﬀsets back to the blocks, and adding the oﬀset to the blockwise preﬁxes sequentially
on each processor. This kind of an algorithm requires only two barriers and intercommunication
happens only during synchronizations and oﬀset computation. Figure 2f shows an implementation
of the algorithm in the e-language. The execution time of this program is O(N/P + P ) plus remote
memory access and synchronization delays, because local computations take O(N/P ) time and preﬁx
of block sums takes O(P ) time. Note that if N > P Tp and one needs an ordered preﬁx sum, one
must use similar three phase algorithm executing now in time O(N /P +log N ) also for the PRAM
mode but without the locality maximization and need to compute oﬀsets sequentially. Finally, if the
implemented NUMA functionality would have been more complex, far more complex programming
structures, including movements of data so that it is close to the processors using it and a lot of
full and partial barrier synchronizations and lockings, would have been needed for eﬃcient NUMA
processing.
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// (A) - Sequential algorithm, Execution time O(N)

// (F) - Parallel, NUMA machine, Execution time O(N/P+P)

#definesize 8192
int source_[size];
int main()
{
int i;
for (i=0; i<size; i++) source_[i] = i; // Initialize the array
for (i=0; i<size; i++)
source_[i]+=source_[i-1];
}

#include "e.h"
#definesize 8192
#define procs 16
#define thrds 512
volatile localized int source_[size]; // Localized partitioning

// (B) - Sequential, PRAM thread, Execution time O(Tp * N)
#include "e.h"
#definesize 8192
int source_[size];
int main()
{
int i;

int main()
{
int i, blocksize, start, stop, prev;
int c;
// Synchronization counter
int p=_thread_id / thrds; // Number of each processor
int s=p*thrds;
// Start address for current bunch
source_[_thread_id] = _thread_id; // Initialize with threads ids
numa(
blocksize=size/procs;
start = s;
stop = start + blocksize - 1;

source_[_thread_id] = _thread_id; // Initialize with threads ids
if_ ( _thread_id = 0,
for (i=0; i<size; i++)
source_[i]+=source_[i-1];
);

}

// Determine block prefixes in parallel sequentially
for (i=start+1; i<=stop; i++)
source_[i]+=source_[i-1];
source_[s]=1;
// Synchronize 1
do
{ c=0;
if (s==0)
{ for (i=s; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)
c+=source_[i];
}
else
do c=procs; while (source_[s]==1) ;
} while (c<procs);

// (C) - Sequential, NUMA bunch, Execution time O(N)
#include "e.h"
#definesize 8192
int source_[size];
int main()
{
int i;
source_[_thread_id] = _thread_id; // Initialize with threads ids

// Prefix for block sums sequentially in a single processor
if (s==0)
{ for (i=s+thrds+thrds-1; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)
source_[i]+=source_[i-thrds];

sequential(
for (i=0; i<size; i++)
source_[i]+=source_[i-1];
);

}

// Release the other processors as well
for (i=s; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)
source_[i]=0;

// (D) - Parallel, PRAM machine, Execution time O(log N)

}

#include "e.h"
#definesize 8192
int source_[size];
int main()
{
int i;

// Add results of prefix sum of block sums to blocks
prev = start - 1;
if ( prev>=0 )
{
for (i=start+1; i<stop; i++)
source_[i]+=source_[prev];
}

source_[_thread_id] = _thread_id; // Initialize with threads ids

source_[s]=1;
// Synchronize 2
do
{ c=0;
if (s==0)
{ for (i=s; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)
c+=source_[i];
}
else
do c=procs; while (source_[s]==1) ;
} while (c<procs);

for_ ( i=1 , i<_number_of_threads , i<<=1 , // Logarithmic
if (_thread_id-i>=0)
// algorithm
source_[_thread_id] += source_[_thread_id-i];
);

}

// (E) - Brute force parallel, PRAM machine, Execution time O(1)
#include "e+.h"
#definesize 8192
int sum_=0;
int source_[size];
int main()
{
int p;
}

prefix(p,MPADD,&sum_,_thread_id); // Constant time algorithm

if (s==0)
{
// Release the other processors as well
for (i=s; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)
source_[i]=0;
}
}

);

Figure 2: Multipreﬁx sum of an array of 8192 integers as (a) sequential algorithm, (b) sequential
PRAM program for a single thread, (c) sequential NUMA program for a single bunch, (d) parallel
PRAM program for the whole machine, (e) parallel brute force PRAM program for the whole
machine, and (f) parallel NUMA program for the whole machine.
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3

Architectural implementation

The PRAM-NUMA model of computation can partially be implemented with the configurable emulated shared memory machine (CESM) architecture [12] but CESM threads can only refer to memories local to their processors in the NUMA mode. In order to remove this limitation we outline
architectural solutions needed for full NUMA support on a top of CESM. We will also discuss on
alternative architectural solutions for implementing the PRAM-NUMA model.

3.1

CESM architecture

The CESM architecture is a hybrid architecture implementing a PRAM model and partially supporting the NUMA model. A CESM CMP consists of P Tp -threaded (in total constituting T = P Tp
threads) F -functional unit MultiBunched/Threaded Architecture with Chaining (MBTAC) processor cores [14] connected to a distributed memory system (see Figure 3). The memory system
has P dedicated instruction memory and local data memory modules, P Tp -line step caches and
scratchpads attached to processors, P fast data memory modules with active memory units, and a
high-bandwidth multimesh interconnection network. Step caches, scratchpads and active memory
units are used to support concurrent memory access and multioperations in the PRAM mode [10].
A MBTAC processor features A ALUs, M memory units, compare unit, and sequencer organized as
a chain for the PRAM mode and a single ALU, memory unit, and sequencer organized in parallel
for the NUMA mode. In order to save in hardware costs and to provide as seamless conﬁgurability between the PRAM and NUMA models as possible, the execution pipelines for the modes are
merged and share some units like fetcher, operand select, and the ﬁrst ALU (see Figure 4). The
eﬀective length of the pipeline is Tp for the PRAM mode and 4 for the NUMA mode. The CESM
architecture implements support for fast and synchronous switching between the PRAM and NUMA
modes for groups of threads with dedicated machine language instructions JOIN and SPLIT [12].
Synchronous switching is necessary because a NUMA bunch may get switched back to the PRAM
mode in the middle of a PRAM step.
The ﬁrst realization of CESM is our TOTAL ECLIPSE architecture [14] aimed for universal
general purpose CMP use. TOTAL ECLIPSE supports the arbitrary MCRCW PRAM model and
provides limited support for NUMA execution in a form of processor-wise thread bunching with
local memory access but relying on the PRAM mode for all non-local memory accesses. This makes
execution of low-TLP functionalities as eﬃcient as with standard sequential processors using the
NUMA convention as long as NUMA bunches access only local data.

3.2

Support full NUMA

The high-bandwidth interconnection network used for PRAM emulation can also be used for NUMA
operation. This is because the maximum number of memory system injections per clock cycle stays
the same regardless of the mode and the synchronization wave technique used for the PRAM mode
does not interfere or cause deadlocks with NUMA references. Instead the PRAM mode oﬀers free
synchronizations after the number of threads in the bunch instructions have been executed as long
as referencing happens within a single step. Unfortunately, the virtual ILP optimized pipeline of
the original MBTAC processor does not support a single injection point to the network if both
PRAM mode and NUMA mode threads are executed concurrently (see Figure 4). Furthermore,
concurrent local and remote accesses can not be supported with a normal operation speed of a single
port memory. This suggests that a separate NUMA network, dual speed or dual ported memory
modules, some amount of buﬀering capacity to handle dual injection conﬂicts, or revision of the
pipeline structure is needed. For the PRAM-NUMA architecture proposed in this work, we selected
to use fast memories supporting dual access per clock cycle since the current MCRCW support
also requires fast memories. In the future, PRAM-NUMA-aware TOTAL ECLIPSE CMP variants,
however, we will likely trade these fast memories to normal ones attached to fast module-level caches
and therefore we also evaluate the slower buﬀer-based solution in which simultaneous accesses are
queued. The dual injection point problem does delay non-local accesses if both PRAM mode threads
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the CESM architecture (P=processor, M=shared data memory, L=local
data memory, I=instruction memory, a=active memory unit, c=step cache, and t=scratchpad).
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the MBTAC pipeline with 5 ALUs and a single memory unit
(MU=Memory Unit, SEQ=Sequencer, IP=Injection Point).
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and NUMA mode bunches are executed simultaneously. The throughput will, however, remain the
same since the maximum number of injections per step stays the same assuming that the local
memory access latency will be hidden with extra pipeline stages. In any case, it should be noted
that need to use full NUMA support may not be as frequent and eﬃcient as one might think at
the ﬁrst glance, since in the case of a sequential functionality it is possible to maximize the locality
of computation by placing all the data needed in that computation into the local data memory of
the processor group. Furthermore, remote accesses are often faster in the PRAM mode than in
the NUMA mode due to missing latency hiding in the latter (a memory read instruction blocks
the processor pipeline until the read reply is received) and slow synchronization. Finally, there is
evidence that large amounts of parallelism is available for almost any kind of problems if a strong
enough model of computation (e.g. PRAM) is implemented [24] [22] [36]. This leaves a seamless
support for the legacy code the most important motivation for including the full NUMA support for
future ESM CMPs.

3.3

Alternative solutions

It is possible to provide NUMA support to ESM machines also with more traditional techniques,
e.g. with dedicated scalar units and a dedicated intercommunication network between them. This
does not however support seamless conﬁgurability between PRAM mode and NUMA modes like
the PRAM-NUMA architecture does but rather concurrent operation of the PRAM and NUMA
hardware. As a result, programming such a machine could be tricky and some of the advantages
gained with the simplicity of the plain PRAM model would be lost. An alternative approach for
low-TLP code support in the CESM architecture would be to use global memory units and certain
global memory locations to send and receive messages between the low-TLP functionality threads.
While we predict that the plain CESM architecture with its high-throughput interconnection network
would make the software overhead of a low-level message passing library implementation very low,
potentially yielding to very eﬃcient locality-aware execution and easy exploitation path for message
passing legacy code, the details of such a solution are out of the scope of this paper.

4

Evaluation

In order to illustrate the improvements achievable with the proposed (dual-access) PRAM-NUMA
architecture on a realistic CMP, we mapped parallel and sequential versions of seven parallel computational problems (see Table 1) to three CMP conﬁgurations. The conﬁgurations are E4, E16 and
E64 having 4, 16 and 64 eleven-FU 512-threaded processors with 4-way set associative step caches
connected to fast (single cycle access/cycle time SRAM) on-chip memory via a network utilizing
switches with 16-element FIFOs (see Table 2). Three of the problems are ﬁxed size and others
depend on the number of threads in a processor core. For comparison purposes, the programs were
mapped to both PRAM threads (processors in the model terminology) and NUMA bunches. We
compiled, optimized (ecc -O2 -ilp -fast) and loaded the programs to the CMP conﬁgurations and
executed them with our CMP simulator modiﬁed for the PRAM-NUMA model. The mapping of
functionality in the PRAM mode was done in a straight-forward way assigning the elements of
repetitive data structures like arrays to threads in a natural order, i.e. data element 0 is assigned to
thread 0, data element 1 is assigned to thread 1 on so on. For the NUMA programs, we maximized
the locality of processing and references by partitioning the data to local memories so that accessing
remote modules is needed only in the cases of synchronizations and combining the results of the
subtasks.
In order to determine the PRAM mode execution performance, we executed the parallel versions
of the programs in the PRAM-NUMA CMPs in the PRAM mode. The results as execution time
overhead with respect to PRAM with the same conﬁguration but with an ideal memory system
are shown in Figure 5a. We can observe that the PRAM mode execution speed of the PRAMNUMA architecture is very close to that of ideal PRAM, mean overheads being only 0.8%, 1.7%,
and 1.4% for E4, E16, and E64, respectively. These PRAM mode results are identical to the
CESM architecture [12] since the PRAM-NUMA architecture is a direct extension of CESM and no
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Table 1: Evaluated computational problems and features of their sequential and parallel implementations (E=execution time, M =size of the key string, N =size of the problem, P =number of
processors, T =number of threads, W =work). Note that ﬀt, mmul, and sort are ﬁxed size problems,
while others depend on T . In order to determine the performance of non-local accesses in the NUMA
mode of the PRAM-NUMA architecture, 4-, 16- , and 64-thread versions of apreﬁx, max, spread,
and sum are also used.
Name
apreﬁx
ﬀt
max
mmul
sort
spread
sum

N
T
64
T
16
64
T
T

SEQ
E
N
N log N
N
N3
N log N
N
N

P
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

W
N
N log N
N
N3
N log N
N
N

PAR
E
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

P =W
N
N2
N
N3
N2
N
N

Explanation
Determine a multipreﬁx of an array of N integers
Perform a 64-point complex Fourier transform
Find the maximum of a table of N integers
Compute the product of two 16-element matrixes
Sort a table of 64 integers
Spread an integer to all N threads
Compute the sum of an array of N integers

Table 2: Evaluated conﬁgurations (c=processor clock cycles). Notations En-p and En-n stand for
En in the PRAM mode and En in the NUMA mode, respectively.
Symbol E4
E16
E64
Model of computation
Mtlp
PRAM-NUMA PRAM-NUMA PRAM-NUMA
ILP model PRAM mode
Milp
Chained VLIW Chained VLIW Chained VLIW
ILP model NUMA mode
Milp
VLIW
VLIW
VLIW
Processors
P
4
16
64
Threads per processor
Tp
512
512
512
Total number of threads
T
2048
8192
32768
Functional units (PRAM mode) Fp
10
10
10
Functional units (NUMA mode) Fn
3
3
3
On-chip shared data memory
Msd
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
On-chip local data memory
Mld
2 MB
8 MB
32 MB
On-chip bank access time
Ab
1c
1c
1c
On-chip bank cycle time
Cb
1c
1c
1c
Length of FIFOs
Q
16
16
16
Step cache associativity
Ac
4
4
4
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slowdown is happening while executing in the PRAM mode. The reason why the overhead is higher
in E16 than in E64 may be random eﬀects caused by the used memory hashing function, since the
diﬀerences are small.
The NUMA mode performance was measured by executing the sequential versions of the programs in a single thread in the PRAM mode and in the same program in the NUMA mode with a
single NUMA bunch unifying all the threads of a single processor. The results of these simulations
as execution time are illustrated in Figure 5b. We see that the NUMA mode indeed provides radically better performance for sequential programs, but is not able to exploit virtual ILP up to degree
possible in the PRAM mode. The mean speedups of using NUMA mode are 13200%, 13196%, and
13995% for E4, E16, and E64, respectively. This does not, however, mean that these NUMA bunches
can solve these computational problems faster than the ESM architecture or this PRAM-NUMA architecture in the PRAM mode if parallel algorithms are used. Namely, the parallel versions are
1421%, 3111%, and 6889% faster than the best sequential ones for E4, E16, and E64, respectively.
The speedup is not linear with respect to the number of processors here, since 3 out of 7 benchmarks
are ﬁxed size computational problems. These single-threaded NUMA mode results are identical to
the CESM architecture since the PRAM-NUMA architecture is an extension of CESM and in these
tests no remote accesses were required in the NUMA mode.
To illustrate seamless conﬁgurability between the NUMA and PRAM modes in the PRAMNUMA architecture, we measured the NUMA mode execution time for the sort algorithm for a bunch
with diﬀerent number of threads ranging from 1 to 512 threads per bunch in the E4 conﬁguration.
The results are shown in Figure 5c. We can see linear performance increase as the number of threads
per the bunch increases (taking the exponential thread scale into account).
We compared also the NUMA mode performance of PRAM-NUMA CMPs with a single bunch
occupying all thread slots for each processor to that of the PRAM mode and single processor (NUMA
bunch) performance. This was done by executing 4-, 16- and 64-threaded full NUMA, PRAM and
single processor versions of apreﬁx, max, spread, and sum assuming appropriate blocking, hashing,
and single module memory allocations, respectively (see Figure 5d and 5e). We can observe that
the PRAM mode versions are 679%, 809%, and 1843% faster than the full NUMA versions and
that the full NUMA versions are 291%, 974%, and 1683% faster than the single processor NUMA
mode versions for E4, E16, and E64, respectively, showing good NUMA speedups. The buﬀer-based
variant of PRAM-NUMA architecture turned out to be 29.3%, 23.7% and 6.7% slower than dual
access version in the full NUMA test for E4, E16, and E64, respectively. Figure 5f shows the sizes
of source code ﬁles in lines for PRAM, NUMA, and sequential versions serving as a rough measure
of complexity of programming. We can observe that the PRAM versions are a bit shorter than
sequential versions and the NUMA versions are more than twice the size of the PRAM versions.
It should be noted that the length diﬀerence of actual algorithms is much higher than indicated
by the total length of the source ﬁles since all versions contain similar headers and comments and
measurement primitives although we used explicit synchronization algorithms for the NUMA mode.
Finally, we estimated the silicon area, power consumption, and maximum clock frequency ﬁgures
for E4, E16, and E64 targeted to a high-performance 65 nm silicon process, although implementation
of full NUMA does not require extra hardware except some extra ports and multiplexers over the
CESM architecture. We assumed that each processor core has 1 MB memory that is divided evenly
between global shared memory and local memory (see Table 2). The estimations are based on
models presented [27], ITRS 2007, and careful counting of architectural elements broken down to
gate counts applied e.g. in [11]. The wire delay model gives maximum clock frequency 1.29 GHz
for all CMPs assuming minimum width global interconnect wiring. The area and power results are
shown in Figure 6.

5

Conclusions

We have shown that integrating full NUMA support to a PRAM implementation architecture can
solve the ineﬃciency problem of current PRAM realizations in the case of low-TLP functionalities at
the cost of more diﬃcult NUMA programming. We described the corresponding model of computa31
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Figure 5: The relative execution time of PRAM-NUMA CMPs compared to ideal PRAMs with
similar conﬁguration (PRAM=1.0, shorter is better) (a), the execution time of sequential solutions
of the computational problems on a single thread of a single CESM processor core and on a 512
thread NUMA bunch in a single MBTAC processor core (the time scale is logarithmic due to big
diﬀerences in execution time) (b), execution time of as a function of number of threads in the bunch
for E4 PRAM-NUMA conﬁguration (c), the relative execution time of 4, 16, and 64 NUMA bunches
with respect to PRAM mode threads (PRAM=1.0, shorter is better) (d), the relative performance
time of 4, 16, and 64 NUMA bunches with respect to a single NUMA bunch in a single processor
(single processor=1.0, longer is better) (e), source code size of the benchmarks in lines for PRAM,
NUMA, and sequential versions (f).
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Figure 6: Silicon area and power consumption estimates for E4, E16, and E64 at 1.29 GHz
on high-performance 65 nm technology (Com=communication network, Mem=memories, and
Proc=processors).

tion, gave a programming example and outlined an architectural implementation for it with a help of
our CESM architecture. According to the performance evaluation, the PRAM-NUMA architecture
indeed provides good NUMA performance ﬁgures in low-TLP situations and extends the NUMA
mode to multi-threaded workloads employing non-local memory accesses while not compromising
the performance in medium and high-TLP cases. Surprisingly, the architectural implementation of
the PRAM-NUMA model does not take virtually any more silicon or power than the CESM architecture making it a promising candidate for future general purpose parallel computers especially if
low-TLP legacy code is expected to be executed eﬃciently along with new PRAM code. In our future
work, we aim to realize the proposed hardware on FPGA and continue our studies on the optimal
model for general purpose parallel computing and realization of it as a scalable CMP architecture.
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